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POLITICAL SCIENCE (POL S) 203
INTRODUCTION TO INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Winter 2020
M/W 10:30am-11:50am
Kane Hall (KNE), Room 220
Professor: Geoffrey Wallace
Office: Gowen Hall 139
Email: gprwall@uw.edu (preferred method of contact)
Office Hours: M 2:45pm-4:15pm, or by appointment
Course Website: On Canvas (https://canvas.uw.edu)
Teaching Assistants (TAs): See course website for sections, office location, and office hours.
• Kenya Amano (kamano@uw.edu)
• Christopher Colligan (cpcoll93@uw.edu)
• Shihao Han (hans36@uw.edu)
• Inhwan Ko (inhwanko@uw.edu)
Course Description
When are countries most likely to go to war? Why do tariffs and other barriers endure in spite of the
seemingly universal benefits of free trade proclaimed by economists? Given the value often placed
on having a clean environment, why do countries struggle so much to cooperate over its protection?
What can governments do to stop non-state threats, such as terrorist organizations? These and
related questions are becoming more and more difficult to ignore in an increasingly globalized
world.
This course serves as an introduction to the study of international relations. The primary purpose is
to provide the historical and theoretical foundations necessary for analyzing and understanding
world politics. Students will be encouraged to develop analytical skills in order to formulate their
own views concerning issues and policy options facing the international community. Inevitably,
every single issue of international importance cannot be covered. Nevertheless, this course will
prepare students for more advanced topics in international relations, and help them to think
critically about a wide range of international events. The ultimate aim is for students to leave the
course as more informed and engaged citizens of the world.
All information in the syllabus, as well as additional readings, assignments, and announcements can
be found on the Canvas course website at https://canvas.uw.edu. It is the student’s responsibility to
check the website on a frequent basis, since this is where all course-related information and
developments will be posted.
**Important Note**: By enrolling in this course, students acknowledge that they have read,
understand, and agree to follow ALL of the requirements, policies, and procedures laid out in this
syllabus.
Readings
There is one required textbook for the course (take note of the edition since earlier versions differ).
The book is available for purchase at the University of Washington bookstore
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(http://www.bookstore.washington.edu/), or from many online retailers. An e-book version is also
available at a much less expensive price directly from the publisher
(https://digital.wwnorton.com/worldpol4).
• (FLS) Frieden, Jeffry A., David A. Lake, and Kenneth A. Schultz. 2018. World Politics:
Interests, Interactions, Institutions (Fourth Edition). New York: W.W. Norton & Company. ISBN:
978-0393675108.
Additional readings will be posted on the Canvas course website.
Students are also expected to keep up with current international events through daily reading of the
New York Times, which will be incorporated into lectures and quiz sections. A discounted digital or
hard copy subscription is available at www.nytimes.com/uwashington.
Course Requirements
Students are expected to attend all lectures and quiz sections, and come prepared by doing all
assigned readings beforehand. If students are absent, it is their responsibility to obtain notes from
lecture. Lecture notes will not be provided by the instructor or TAs.
Final grades for the course are determined by the following components. Take note of the relevant
deadlines and exam dates:
• Midterm Exam #1 (25%) in class on Monday 1/27
• Midterm Exam #2 (25%) in class on Monday 2/24
• Section Participation (20%)
• Final Exam (30%) in class on Monday 3/16 8:30am-10:20am
Exams will be a combination of short answer/identification and short essay questions based on all
course materials (lectures, readings, and quiz sections) for the relevant part of the course. The Final
Exam is cumulative, but will be weighted toward the material after Midterm Exam #2.
Section Participation
Because this is a large introductory course, quiz sections provide the best opportunity to engage with
your peers and discuss the course material and issues related to world politics. In the aim of making
this experience rewarding for everyone involved, full and thoughtful participation is necessary.
Section activities will include analyzing the readings and lecture material, policy debates, and
applying course themes to current events. TAs will evaluate students based on the quantity and
quality of their participation. Further details on the structure and expectations for section will be
provided separately by your TA. Meeting times and locations for quiz sections are available on the
university time schedule.
Grading Scale
The 4.0 scale used in this course will be posted to Canvas before the first assignment. Graded
assignments will be returned including the percentage point total out of 100, and corresponding
score on the 4.0 scale.
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*A note regarding general expectations for written work
• Written work in the A range is characterized by a strikingly creative, perceptive, and
persuasive argument/thesis statement; comprehensive synthesis and analysis of the course
material; straightforward yet sophisticated organization of thoughts and error-free prose.
• Written work in the B range is characterized by sound, original, and reasonably thoughtful
argument/thesis statement; competent analysis of various course material, logical
organization; and clear and error-free prose.
• Written work in the C range is characterized by a relatively underdeveloped, simplistic, or
derivative argument/thesis statement; partial, inconsistent, or faulty analysis of course
material; convoluted organization; and awkward, or otherwise distracting prose.
• Written work in the D range is characterized by an incoherent or extremely confusing
argument; superficial or fleeting engagement with the course material; chaotic or irrational
organization; and error-riddled prose.
• Written work that lacks any argument or analysis and is sloppy, earns an F.
Please make sure to put time and care into your writing, as the instructor/TA have given out all of
these grades in the past.
Make-up Exams
Make-ups for either the midterms or final exam will be permitted only under the gravest of
circumstances and with appropriate documentation. Students are required to notify their TA before
the exam takes place of any reason why they are unable to take the exam at the designated time. For
the university’s policy on religious accommodations, please see
https://registrar.washington.edu/staffandfaculty/religious-accommodations-policy/. Any make-up
exam must be taken prior to the exam being returned to the class. It is the student’s responsibility
to contact their TA so that an appropriate time can be scheduled for the make-up. Only after written
confirmation from the instructor or TA that the exam can be taken at an alternate time should a
student consider that a make-up has been granted. Note: personal travel plans are not a legitimate reason for
requesting to take an exam at a different time and will not be granted.
Grading Policy and Appeals
Appeals must be made at least 24 hours after, but within one week, of when the exam or assignment
was originally returned to the class, or the grade posted online. Appeals simply asking for more
points will not be considered. Requests for verbal appeals, or a question-by-question postmortem of
exams or other assignments, will also not be considered. To make an appeal, students are required to
write a typed memo (no longer than 1 page single-spaced in 12-point Times New Roman font with
1-inch margins) clearly explaining the reasons why they feel the grade they received was
inappropriate. Students must submit the memo along with the original graded assignment to their
TA, who will re-grade the assignment. If the student is still not satisfied, they may then submit a
separate written appeal to the instructor who will then issue a final grade for the assignment. The
memo, assignment, and the TA’s response to the original appeal must be submitted to the instructor
within three days of receiving the appeal decision from their TA. Please note, however, that both the
TA and the instructor reserve the right to re-grade the entire assignment once an appeal is made,
which may result in an increase or decrease from the original grade.
Accessibility
If you have already established accommodations with Disability Resources for Students (DRS),
please communicate your approved accommodations to the instructor as soon as possible so we can
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discuss your needs in this course. If you have not yet established services through DRS, but have a
temporary health condition or permanent disability that requires accommodations (conditions
include but not limited to: mental health, attention-related, learning, vision, hearing, physical or
health impacts), you should likewise contact DRS at 206-543-8924, email uwdrs@uw.edu, or online
at http://disability.uw.edu. DRS offers resources and coordinates reasonable accommodations for
students with disabilities and/or temporary health conditions. Reasonable accommodations are
established through an interactive process between you, your instructor, and DRS. It is the policy
and practice of the University of Washington to create inclusive and accessible learning
environments consistent with federal and state law.
No alternative accommodations will granted in this course without documentation from DRS.
Students interested in obtaining accommodations should thus make appropriate arrangements with
DRS as soon as possible in the quarter.
Please Note: For exams, students with accommodations should follow the relevant procedures to
make arrangements ahead of time with DRS to schedule taking their exams in the DRS Testing
Center.
Academic Misconduct
Academic misconduct is a serious offense at the University of Washington. All cases of suspected
academic misconduct will be referred to the Arts and Sciences Committee on Academic Conduct,
and may result in a grade of 0.0 for the assignment in question in addition to other potential
consequences. The instructor takes instances of academic misconduct seriously, and is apt to pursue
the most serious sanctions available under university guidelines.
University policies and guidelines regarding cheating and plagiarism can be found at
https://depts.washington.edu/grading/pdf/AcademicResponsibility.pdf.
What constitutes academic misconduct? The University of Washington Student Conduct Code
defines it as the following (WAC 478-120-024).
Academic misconduct includes:
(a)
“Cheating,” which includes, but is not limited to:
(i) The use of unauthorized assistance in taking quizzes, tests, or examinations; or
(ii) The acquisition, use, or distribution of unpublished materials created by another
student without the express permission of the original author(s).
(b)
“Falsification,” which is the intentional use or submission of falsified data, records,
or other information including, but not limited to, records of internship or practicum
experiences or attendance at any required event(s). Falsification also includes
falsifying scientific and/or scholarly research.
(c)
“Plagiarism,” which is the submission or presentation of someone else’s words,
composition, research, or expressed ideas, whether published or unpublished,
without attribution. Plagiarism includes, but is not limited to:
(i) The use, by paraphrase or direct quotation, of the published or unpublished work
of another person without full and clear acknowledgment; or
(ii) The unacknowledged use of materials prepared by another person or acquired
from an entity engaging in the selling of term papers or other academic materials.
(d)
Prohibited collaboration.
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(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

Engaging in behavior specifically prohibited by an instructor in the course of class
instruction or in a course syllabus.
Multiple submissions of the same work in separate courses without the express
permission of the instructor(s).
Taking deliberate action to destroy or damage another’s academic work in order to
gain an advantage for oneself or another.
The recording of instructional content without the express permission of the
instructor(s), and/or the dissemination or use of such unauthorized records.

If you are uncertain what constitutes plagiarism, please ask the instructor. The Political
Science/JSIS/LSJ/CHID Writing Center also offers guidance on plagiarism, general advice on
writing, and related issues of academic integrity:
http://depts.washington.edu/pswrite/forstudents.html.
Acknowledgement of Course Material Content
All of the assigned materials for this course (lectures, readings, films, discussion) are directly relevant
to its central theme – international relations. The assigned materials are all widely recognized as
important scholarly or cultural works. The assigned articles and books have appeared in some of the
highest ranking academic journals, or published with prestigious presses. The films or video clips
that may be shown in class have received critical praise and, in many cases, been nominated for
major cinematic awards.
Students who intend to take this class should be aware, however, that a number of the assigned
works contain adult themes and language. In some cases these depictions, which may be sexual or
violent in nature, are central to the issues raised in the course; in other cases they are more
peripheral but still part of the author or creator’s vision. Students are responsible for all of the
assigned material in the course, even those portions they may find objectionable due to the content
described above. Students who believe that exposure to such content will detract from their ability
to absorb and understand the required course materials, or complete assignments, are encouraged to
drop the class.
By remaining in this course, students acknowledge that the professor has alerted them to the adult
themes and language present in some of the assigned material for this course. Students have been
advised that if such content will interfere with their ability to learn, they should drop this class.
Finally, students recognize that by remaining in this class they are responsible for all of the required
materials, even those that they might find offensive.
Classroom Expectations
Some of the material covered in this course may be controversial. While debate is expected and in
fact encouraged, students are required to conduct themselves in a professional manner at all times.
Instances of aggressive or other improper behavior toward other students, TAs, or the instructor,
which is in contravention of the university’s Student Conduct Code will be reported to the Office of
Community Standards & Student Conduct (for further information, see
https://www.washington.edu/cssc/).
Students are expected to arrive on time and ready to start class and quiz sections. We have a very
short period of time for each meeting, and it is disrespectful to the instructor/TA and your fellow
classmates to show up late. All disruptive behavior is not permitted during class, including but by no
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means limited to sleeping, talking outside of regular class discussion, using cell phones, and insulting
classmates and/or the instructor. Laptops are permitted, but should be used solely for course work
(e.g. taking notes, accessing course readings, etc.). Students found to be violating this policy will be
prohibited from using electronic devices during lecture and/or section for the remainder of the
course. Eating is permitted as long as it does not disrupt others.
Questions and Communication
If you have any straightforward administrative or logistical questions not of a personal nature (e.g.
readings for the week; location of exam, etc.), please consult the website and syllabus first, and then
email your TA if you are still uncertain. Answers to most such questions are often on the website or
syllabus. If you still cannot obtain an adequate answer, email the instructor. Email is the preferred
form of contact for these matters. All e-mail related to the course should begin with the Subject
Heading “POL S 203: …” Substantive questions related to course material will not be answered via
email – instead, please see your TA or instructor during office hours or make an appointment.
Expect a reply from the instructor to emails within 24 hours, excluding weekends. The instructor
will not respond to emails with questions whose answers are found in the syllabus or on the course
website. If you do not receive a reply within 24 hours, assume that the answer to your question is
provided in the available course resources.
Course Schedule
The following is a schedule of topics and readings for the course. The schedule is subject to change
based on the pace of the class. The instructor will clearly announce any changes.
• An Additional Note on the Readings: Assigned readings from the textbook should be done
before the relevant lecture. Any additional readings should be done before the following quiz
section meeting (e.g. the Snyder reading in Week 1 should be done before quiz section meets
that week). Please also be aware that listings for assigned readings may be split across pages.

Part I: International Security
Week 1
M 1/6: Introduction and Overview – What is “International Relations” Anyway and Why Should
We Care?
• FLS Introduction.
• *Optional*: Skim FLS Ch.1 for a general historical overview of the modern international
system.
• Hoover Green, Amelia. 2013. “How to Read Political Science: A Guide in Four Steps.” (4
pgs).
• Snyder, Jack. 2004. “One World, Rival Theories.” Foreign Policy (November/December): 5362.
W 1/8: The Puzzle of War – Or Why Fight When it’s So Bloody Expensive? War as a Concept &
Crisis Bargaining
• FLS Ch.3 Excerpt pg.88-103. (
• Schelling, Thomas C. 1996. “The Diplomacy of Violence” from Arms and Influence Abridged
excerpt pg.350-358.
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Week 2
M 1/13: Why Bargaining Can Fail…and Wars Begin
• FLS Ch.3 Excerpt pg.103-135. (Don’t get bogged down in some of the technicalities of the
extensions of the bargaining model of war; instead, focus on main takeaways regarding how
bargaining can fail. We will also be covering the “Prisoner’s Dilemma” as part of this topic.
For a further review and discussion, see FLS pg.82-84).
• Posen, Barry R. 1993. “The Security Dilemma and Ethnic Conflict.” Survival 35(1): Abridged
version pg.114-128.
W 1/15: Rallying ’Round the Flag! Domestic Politics, Diversion, and War
• FLS Ch.4 Excerpt pg.138-155.
• Hetherington, Marc J., and Michael Nelson. 2003. “Anatomy of a Rally Effect: George W.
Bush and the War on Terrorism.” PS: Political Science and Politics 36(1): 37-42.
Week 3
M 1/20: ***No Class – Martin Luther King Jr. Day***
W 1/22: Th 10/17: Are Democracies Distinctive? Assessing Democratic Peace and Victory
• FLS Ch.4 Excerpt pg.168-183.
• Doyle, Michael W. 1986. “Liberalism and World Politics.” American Political Science Review
80(4): Abridged version pg.78-92.
Week 4

***M 1/27 Midterm Exam #1 in Class – Bring Exam Books***
Covers all material from Part I of the course

Park II: International Political Economy
W 1/29: International Trade I – Who Gains and Who Loses from the International Division of
Labor?
• FLS Ch.7 Excerpt pg.294-306, 340-345.
• Krugman, Paul. 1994. “Competitiveness: A Dangerous Obsession.” Foreign Affairs 73(2): 2844.
• NPR’s Planet Money. 2017. “Mr. Jones’s Act.” (27 September). About 15 minutes.
https://www.npr.org/sections/money/2017/09/27/553990861/episode-524-mr-jones-act.
Week 5
M 2/3: International Trade II – To (free) Trade, or not to (free) Trade?
• FLS Ch.7 Excerpt pg.306-337.
• Sutherland, Peter D. 2008. “Transforming Nations: How the WTO Boosts Economies and
Opens Societies.” Foreign Affairs 87(2): 125-136.
• Rodrik, Dani. 2001. “Trading in Illusions.” Foreign Policy 123(March/April): 54-62.
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W 2/5: International Finance I – Multinational Corporations (MNCs) to the Rescue?
• FLS Ch.8 Excerpt pg.346-355, 371-377.
• Kristoff, Nicholas. 2009. “Where Sweatshops are a Dream.” New York Times Op-ed (January
14).
• Silverstein, Ken. 2010. “Shopping for Sweat: The Human Cost of a Two-Dollar T-shirt.”
Harper’s Magazine (January): 36-44.
Week 6
M 2/10: International Finance II – Do States and Debt Mix? The Promise and Perils of Sovereign
Lending
• FLS Ch.8 Excerpt pg.355-371.
• Drezner, Daniel W. 2012. The Irony of Global Economic Governance: The System Worked. Council
on Foreign Relations Working Paper. (18 pgs).
• NPR’s Planet Money. 2016. “A Hedge Fund, A Country, and a Big Sailboat.” (11 March).
About 15 minutes.
https://www.npr.org/sections/money/2016/03/11/470136949/episode-689-a-hedge-funda-country-and-a-big-sailboat.
W 2/12: International Monetary Relations I – Money Matters (or does it?)
• FLS Ch.9 Excerpt pg.386-411.
• Bradsher, Keith. 2019. “How Does China’s Currency Move Put Pressure on U.S.?” New
York Times (August 5). (2 pages).
• Heller, Daniel. 2017. “Do Digital Currencies Pose a Threat to Sovereign Currencies and
Central Banks?” Peterson Institute for International Economics Policy Brief. (10 pages).
Week 7
M 2/17: ***No Class – Presidents’ Day***
W 2/19: International Monetary Relations II – Choices and Crises in Monetary Policy
• FLS Ch.9 Excerpt pg.412-421.
• Kirshner, Jonathan. 2013. “Bringing Them All Back Home? Dollar Diminution and U.S.
Power.” Washington Quarterly 36(3): Abridged version pg.550-559.
• Irwin, Neil. 2015. “The Choice Facing China as Its Currency Becomes More Global.” New
York Times (November 30). (4 pages).
Week 8

***M 2/24 Midterm Exam #2 in Class – Bring Exam Books***
Covers all material from Part II of the course

Part III: Global Governance & Transnational Relations
W 2/26: Is “International Law” Really Law (and does it even matter)?
• FLS Ch.2 Excerpt pg.68-78; and Ch.11 Excerpt pg.462-475.
• Snyder, Jack, and Leslie Vinjamuri. 2003/2004. “Trials and Errors: Principle and Pragmatism
in Strategies of International Justice.” International Security 28(3): Abridged version 596-616.
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Week 9
M 3/2: Alliances – Are We Better Fighting Together?
• FLS Ch.5 Excerpt pg.186-205.
• Posen, Barry R. 2013. “Pull Back: The Case for a Less Activist Foreign Policy.” Foreign
Affairs 92(1): 116-128.
• Brooks, Stephen G., G. John Ikenberry, and William C. Wolforth. 2013. “Lean Forward: In
Defense of American Engagement.” Foreign Affairs 92(1): 130-142.
W 3/4: Global Environmental Politics – Why is it So Hard to Go Green?
• FLS Ch.13.
• Victor, David G. 2006. “Toward Effective International Cooperation on Climate Change:
Numbers, Interests, and Institutions.” Global Environmental Politics 6(3): Abridged version
pg.515-522.
Week 10
M 3/9: Terrorism I – Taking Seriously Conflict Inside and Beyond the State
• FLS Ch.6 Excerpt pg.236-243, 268-291.
• Hoffman, Bruce. 2006. Inside Terrorism. New York: Columbia University Press. Ch.1
“Defining Terrorism.” Abridged version pg.218-228.
W 3/11: Terrorism II and Wrapping Up
• Pape, Robert A. 2003. “The Strategic Logic of Suicide Terrorism.” American Political Science
Review 97(3): Abridge version pg.213-230.
***Final Exam in class on Monday, March 16 8:30am-10:20am – Bring Exam Books***
Cumulative across the entire course, but emphasis on material from Part III
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Copyright Notice: Course materials prepared by the instructor, together with the content of all lectures
and/or review sessions presented by the instructor, are the property of the instructor. Video and
audio recording of lectures and/or review sessions without the written consent of the instructor is
prohibited. Unless explicit written permission is obtained from the instructor, recordings of lectures
and review sessions may not be modified and must not be transferred or transmitted to any other
person or uploaded to any website. Electronic devices other than laptops (e.g. cell phones, PDAs,
calculators, recording devices) are not to be used during lectures or exams without prior written
permission from the instructor. Copyright 2020 (Geoffrey P.R. Wallace, Ph.D.) applies to this
syllabus and all lectures. Students shall not sell notes (or receive remuneration for taking notes)
during this course to or by any person or commercial entity without the express written permission
of the instructor teaching this course. The instructor’s lectures are protected by state common law
and federal copyright law. They are the instructor’s own original expression. Whereas students are
authorized to take notes in class thereby creating a derivative work from the instructor’s lecture, the
authorization extends only to making one set of notes for a student’s own personal use and no other
use.
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